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Cozy Up
Creating that Fireplace Glow is Easy

By Michael J. Solender 

AS FALL SLIPS INTO THE REAR-VIEW MIRROR and summer breezes 

are a distant memory, Ballantyne residents wanting to embrace the 

coming winter months need look no further than their fireplace as a 

cozy focal point for making s’mores, sharing stories or simply taking 

the chill off a crisp afternoon. 

It doesn’t take a Scout merit badge to bring the perfect glow 

to your hearth or outdoor fireplace; just a few crucial but often 

overlooked elements make all the difference. Whether your fireplace 

is indoors or out, or you have a stationary or mobile fire pit, here’s 

how to have your embers glowing in no time.

The Best Fuel
Sure, those compressed sawdust, wax-soaked “fire logs” may do 

in a pinch, but for a slow-burning, long-lasting fire with even heat 

and a touch of smoky aroma, it’s seasoned hardwood you want, says 

Katharine Strock, the owner/operator of www.Firewood4sale.com. 

“We offer mixed hardwood, which is white and red oak,” says 

Strock, whose web-based company has served the Charlotte area 

with firewood delivery for seven years. “The oak is primarily used 

by recreational fireplace users who enjoy its slow and even burning 

characteristics. Hickory is also offered and is primarily used in cooking 

applications, sold for use in smokers as it tends to burn a bit hotter 

and offers the distinct aromatic smoke.”

Strock sells wood by the half cord, a unit of measure common 

when purchasing in bulk, and her prices include delivery and stacking. 

Kindling, smaller fast-burning starter wood, is provided as well. 

Seasoned Wood
Strock says all her wood is seasoned, or aged, at least one year 

before it is sold. The goal is to reduce the moisture content to about 

20 percent, the ideal level for wood that will easily catch fire, provide 

a moist heat and not smoke excessively. “Over-seasoned” wood burns 

rapidly and hot and should be avoided. Meters to measure moisture 

content are available at many retailers who sell fireplace accessories.

Fire Construction 
The most popular fire construction methods are:

The Lean-to, where a large log is placed parallel to the back of the 

fireplace and smaller logs are placed over kindling at a 90-degree 

angle and atop the larger log.

The Tepee, where smaller logs are arranged vertically around 

kindling and leaning in toward each other.

The Box, where the logs are positioned in a square and stacked 

around the kindling. 

Each method is effective with the key being to allow for oxygen to 

freely circulate around the logs.

For some extra pizzazz, try adding a few cinnamon sticks for a 

spicy aroma. Some retailers sell chemically treated pine cones that 

create special effects and change the color of the flame to deep blue 

or orange. 

No matter how you enjoy your fire, safety is most important. Keep 

an extinguisher nearby, have the kids trained to look but not touch 

and use a screen to prevent “popping logs” from sending embers 

beyond the hearth. 

For those that burn only evening fires, surprise your household 

with a fire early in the day. There is nothing cozier than hot chocolate 

by a morning blaze. 

Whether your freplace is indoors 
or out, or you have a stationary or 
mobile fre pit, here’s how to have 

your embers glowing in no time.
FIRE-BUILDING 
TIPS

Katharine Strock,   
owner/operator of  
www.Firewood4sale.com,  
offers these tips for  
building a great fre.
•  Use only well-seasoned wood.

•  Dry kindling with minimal 
newspaper is your best 
starter. Avoid lighter fuid or 
petroleum products.

•  Allow for plenty of oxygen 
circulation around your logs 
and kindling.
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